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Inside of Me Is Your Safety 
 

Understand that your enemy and arch rival, the one who rivals [opposes] you 
in going forward, doesn’t quite know what to do with you when you yield yourself in 
worship to Me, says the Spirit of Grace. Continue to remind yourself often and 
practice to move into the intimacy that comes along with worship in private 
worship.  

Understanding, understanding this: I said out of the mouth of babes and 
suckling, I have ordained strength that you may bring the enemy to a quiet, a quiet 
place, allowing nothing of his voice to give instruction to you. But know and 
understand this, one of your greatest weaponries that I have given you is to enter 
into that passage, into My anointing through worship, says the Spirit of Grace. And 
I not only hold you inside of this place, but I also work a work on the other side of 
that barrier. 

I hear the word “firewalls,” as something on the other side—you’re on this 
side, and the enemy is on the other side. You’re being treated well. He’s not being 
treated too well. You understand, if you understood as a parent, as a mother, the 
protection you desire over your children—in a moment’s time, you’re ready to step 
forth, spring forth, protect, keep against any odds and fight with a vengeance for 
their safety. Where do you suppose that comes from? For I, the Father of lights, 
have purposed from the very beginning that on the inside of Me was your security. 
But on the outside of those things coming against you, I rose up as a roaring Lion 
against those things to fight, and through My anointing bring a quietness and a 
resolve that came by a lasting place of you watching from the inside, seeing those 
things resolved with very little of your effort being the thing that changed it. So 
inside of Me is your place of safety. Rejoice in these things, says the Spirit of Grace. 
 

 


